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LANGLi,UL .JUCATION

Ellen A. FrkIgner
vI
CC) For part of the time, I shall asKyou to assume that

r-1 Thomasin is speaking. Thomasin is a new college graduate,

an E.nglish major who is seriously concerned about the respon-U1
sibilities of her first teaching position.. After two monthS

time, she realizes that she now represents English to about

125 young people in her ninth and eleventh grade classes.

Why a concentration on Thomasin (it could as well be

Thomas) in considering the topic of language attitudes and

teacher education? I shall answer the question by using

this quotation from Dante Gabriel Rossetti;

"A sail, spark-white upon the space o" sea,

Can pin a whole horizon into place."

The plan of attack sounds ambitious, but if the whole

horizon is not pinned into place, then at leazt the attitudes

that a brand new English teacher expresses in relation to

language may lead to some questions: Have I ever met a

Thomasin? Is :311e typical? Would I want her to be? Or do

I sincerely hope that tAere is only one Thomasin in the

professional world and that there are no Thomases?

But first we need to listen to this new English teacher.

What are her attitudes toward language? Toward the English

language with which she has grown up, as have also most of

her 14 and 16 year old students? Dow does she feel toward

these students as users of language? Flow does she feel

toward teaching?

We come upon Thomasin just as she has finished going

through the October issue of the Reader's Di...gest... One of

the f:xp,7.rinc,, has told her that the section

"Quotable Quotes" is often a good source of topics for class

themes:
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'Waybe it is. 1 have never tried it, but aren't the

ideas hard to come to cold? I see a quotation hero, though,

that sets me to wondering what my own ideas are: 'The great-

est educational dogma is also its greatest fallacy: the

belief that what must be learned can necessarily be taught.'

(Sydney J. Harris in "quotable Quotes," Reader's Digest

(October 1970) 24

"I am not sure how Sydney J. Harris is using the word

taught)and so I can't say exactly how I feel about his state-

ment. IL strikes me that his idea of teaching may be narrow.

A few months ago I would have passed the whole thing by, but

now I wOilinder about such words as taught and teaching. 'dhat

do people have in mind?

"I remember one of my English teachers saying that the

best methods in teaching language are the intangible ones.

I've noticed that history and science teachers find it hard

to understand what goes on in a good composition class.

Art teachers come closer. New that I have taught a little

while, I can see the point better than I did. A person's

language iS part of him, and teaching is a matter of helping

the student develop in respect to language. That puts the

main emphasis on the individual-using-language. For one thing,

it seems logical to do this, and for another thing, it is

poor psychology to play down or ignore something that means

as much to an individual as .1is own language.

"I wonder if this profession that I am now in has over

really solidly tried to meet the criticism of those who

feel left outside as far as English goes. You have met

it, I'm sure -- the quizzical smile, the tolerant stare.

I haven't encountered the disdainful shrug yet and hope

I won't.

"John, a pre-med I met when I was working at the hosp-

ital, is an example of how some people feel about English.

He said that he couldn't see much sense in most of it. Did

2
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he like to read when he was in high school? Yes -- loved

it -- A Separate Peace, The_Pearl, stories and novels by

'Hemingway, and Conrad especially, But some of those early

English writers? Oh, no, Spenser, Addison, Lamb -- and

John? I agree -- oh, no, The Contemporary Literaialtre and

Creative ariting classes were fine, In Creative Writing,

he had a teacher who could read his compositions aloud in

such a way that they had sounded pretty good, and he was

proud to claim ownership, JOhn is a great trapper and likes

to write about the north woods, Through the encouragement

of this Creative Writing teacher, he had one of his compo-

sitions published as an article in a nature magazine, and

sine° then he has had two more published on his own, As

for the grammar work in his regular English classes (what-

ever he meant by ,grammar), it was worse than the early English

writers, He has not studied any languages other than Lnglish

as yet, and he is rH)t sure about ever making the grade,

However, he grew up speaking Greek at home with hiz3

who cane from Greece, and now would like to learn to read is L

languLze. John also hart something to :::ay about most

recent English class. He too!c Freshman 1:;ngli sh when he

graduated from high\ school and went away to college, but as

he found the course, n his words, 'the less said the better,'

"I have a notion that John's Creative Writing teacher

put the main imphasis on the individual-using-language, I

have a notion, too, that this emphasis is likely to be true

of Creative Writing classes while in the regular English

classes, the focus is more on the language as such, Iii

fact, John did not consider Creative Writing to be English,

I have found others who think the same way -- even English

majors preparing to teach,

"This makes me remember something I would like to vote

for inApreparation of English teachers -- much more understand-

ing of the creative process, both through study and through
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experience in writing. (And I don't mean by this a course

aimed at students interkrited in being professional riters.)

I also think that people who are going to teach high school.

English should appreciate how well children and adolescents

express themselves creatively in language and how natural

it seems to be for them to do this. Illy Lnglish k,ethods

teacher h4 a hard time convincing us 06 the fact, but her

illustrations finally brought some light. 1\.aybe we hadn't

given the subject much thought and also, by the time a person

is a college senior he may have heard too many negative

comments about the language of young people to have faith

left.

"If I am going to place my emphasis on the individual-

using- language, then I will need to know much more than

I do now about the process of writing and also about the

language itself and the individuals who use it. llow did

I acquire this zeal to teach the hard way -- hard in one

sense but easier in another?

"As I look back on my student teaching last spring,

there was one experience that set me thinking more than any

other. I asked my ninth grade students to write down the

thoughts of a character from one of the short stories that

they had read, The si tuntion could be a new one (thour!h

in keepin:?; will: the character chosen), or it could come

directly fr,,m a story. The ninth graders really dug into

the assignment.

"Up to this point everyone seemed happy, but now the

fog drifted in. Analysis of the writing led to dismay.

One ,2ntence fragment after another) That is, they were

fragments according to the way the students, the room teacher,

and I had been taught. I felt like a heel giving such low

grades for all the fragls, but the English Department consid-

ered the ninth grade an especially strategic time to come

down heavily on this 'error.'1( The student could raise his



grade somewhat by rewriting his entire composition, 'correct-

ing the sentence fragments. It was suggested that I might

like to soften the effect of the low giadlpy complimenting

the student on content and by using his first name in my

written comments (to give the nersonal, interested 1-,uch,

I suppose, but does it compensate for infringements on the

attitudes and confidence'f the individual-using-language?).

"The whole thing seemed wfong. I did some thinking

and reading and came to a number of conclusions. The ninth

graders were writing down the thoughts of a character.

They were doing so in a natural and realistic way and in an

accepted form for this kind of situation. Instead of using

t1:: rigid error-conscious approach, I \ might have led my

students to understand that there is more than one way for

a composition to develop. Mere -- in their writing this

time -- th, natural development was according to the associa-

tion of thoughts or details. Another time -- in another

kind of writing -- the development might be ordered by a

controlling idea. If I had only recognized these differ-

ences, Iivuld have been working with the individual-using-

language. Instead of spreading a pall over a language situa-

tion, I could have made the whole thing really worthwhile

for the students. And the individual's use of language

would have been respected. This point about respect for

another's language comes up in discussions of regional and

social dialects -- but isn't it something to think about

at all times?

"From the experience) I also came to a better understand-
5'

ingi\ ow literature ant language can contribute to each other.

I became more conscious of the kinds of situations in which

authors use minor sentence types. Next semester hl be

teaching A Tale of Two Cities and I've been rereading the hook.

I have noticed how Dickens uses sentences other than the

subject-predicate type in scenes where there is tension and

strong emotion -- the gathering of forces in Saint Antoine,

5



the storming of the Dastille, the reading of a strategic

document, a vote leading to a condemnation to death, the

escape by carriage out into the open country,

"And so a writer has resources available that he can

use in order to accomplish a certain purpose, What purpose?

In the answer to this question, literature and language

come together, but 'what purpose' throws the emphasis on

content first and that is where it should be. I am afraid

that I am beginning to sound like my English 11.ethods teacher.

I didn't think that I over would,

"Katherine 1.ansfield is another good author to use

in illustratilmhow a minor sentence type can serve a purpose

or create a certain effect. I wonder why her story 'The

Wind Blows' isn't included more often in books for high school

students rather than two or three of her others that are

easier to find. it core: , :(-) well ftc tumult in the coo-
,

tions of a young girl, Katharine 'h:.ansfield, Bliss and Other
E:.___,

Stories (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1920) Katherine ans-
.

field is one of my favorite authors, although I can see that

high school students might not always feel as I do, The

wind in this story evidently symbolizes tumult, restlessness,

rebellion, but the difference in the degree of separation

from the home or the finality of the separation is suggested

by the use of the comma at the beginning ('The wind, the

wind') and the dash at the end ('The wind -- the wind').

So even punctuation can be taught as a resource that

a writer has available, ieaybe I can get across to students

that back of what they read is a writer, here teachers have

stressed biographical details, but I would rather stress a

human being at work, sometimes making choices consciously,

intentionally, and other times going ahead as if the material

were in control and shaped the expression, Who knows for

sure always which it is? Anyway good writing does not come

all neatly packaged, It comes as the result of the efforts

of an individual, out I wonder if this is the impression



that is often enough left with high school students -- or

with college students preparing to teach :cnglish,

"I have been going on at length about something that

happened to me as a student teacher and on what grew out

of it The experience was a significant one for me and

contributed to shaping some of te 2lttitudco 1 have about

teaching VO language,

"Perhaps I should explain that while I believe teachers

should not ride roughshod over the language of their students,

this does not mean that just anything goes, Of course there

is a strong subject-verb pattern in Lnglish, but otAer

of sentences havr illner ar;0 should be resneetc, :l'hy rot

capitalize on the fact that comparison and contrast add

interest and heighten learning? As Language was taught to

me -- in college too -- it all scem,i(so rigid, so inescapable

and absolute, It was all one tone,

"I am finding that teaching language is like an art.

It is hard to see how it can be done mechanically, I wish

I knew more about how language works, 1 am aware that moat

children develop remarkably in language during the pre-school

years, how does it happen? Nature and nurture, inner mat-

uration, interaction between the child and his environment --

familiar terms of psychologists, Are there more applications

to English teaching than is commonly thought? Listening

seems to be accepted as important in language development

(along with repetition), but isn't it the listening that

the youngster does when he is concerned, interested, and

involved that counts especially -- as also the hind of social

and physical environment in the classroom and the response

to this environment through using language, expressing rela-

tionships, experimenting, defining, organizing? hard to pin
down? Lard to test? Niaybe I am getting into some of the

intangibles, but more and more I find myself believing in

the rightness of the comment that I mentioned awhile ago,

made by one of my English teachers -- that the best methods



in teaching langung,-, Ire the intligiblc onos.

`I cdn sr" how rading accomes fflnerlant in

c; m ,t7 u a u r r, f n g u3 v n;, r .7.1,_1:;

Durnfordt Tho Journey, but I borrowed it

last year from my :iister, who was in th seventh grade at

the time, and I enjoyed rending about the three animals on

their journey -- the old white English bull terrier, the

young. red-gold Labrador retriever, and t'le wheat-colored

Siamese cat. Lach animal has a distinct personality, The

young Labrador is the leader, hut at a personal sacrifice --

he has to manaw.e to Iakr- the other two with him all the way.

At the very end, thoL:gh4the attention is not on the young

leader. It is on the olti terrier with his nautical roll and

the Siamese cat who came running at lightning speed so that

the t%%o could finish the incredible journey together, In

all of this, there is the interest of following a struggle

against obstacles, often a high-tension struggle and fierce

fights,

"Il4 sister said that she and her friends in the seventh

grade liked the book very muca, The content carries the

reader along even when the sentence structure and vocabulary

must be really challenging, This is a fortunate combination

because when a reader participates in the events and scenes

in the story, he is also participating in the language,

Seeing to it that students have a chance to do this kind

of reading is one of the intangible ways in which language

is taught, But try to convince people! I remember with what

finality I was handed the language textbook at the beginning

of the term -- a there-it-is,'

"I have already learned the importance of using judg-

ment in the teaching of language -- when not to take up

certain details as well as when to take them up, with whom

to take then up, and how much time one should spend on them,

I believe that with most seventh graders it would be good

to call attention to some of the sentence structure and word
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choice in The Incredible Journey. Also, the content could

rtstimulate,the group writing of sentences -- or should I say.
,041venera .L Some of my junior and senior high school teachers

used the method of having a class work out sentences together)

either to help students see and hear different ways of expressing

the same idea or to teach a term in grammar like infinitive

or adjective clause. As I remember these English classes,

we worked on getting the best sentences possible. Clear and

effective were the watchwords. I am confused now by some

of what I see in textbooks and in accounts that teachers

write about their classes. To what extent should the methods
E4-,4,411i1iof the linguist and the methods of theittacher be parallel?

Is then o. a confur4ioll of aims within t1-1(., 1::11L;Ii5-,!1 tact:in,:;

profcs.;:ion?

"An English major friend of mine tells me that she is

afraid to tr, having students compose sentences together.

She says that she could never be sure about the language

problems that might come up. I feel a little like that

but I dare my fate and use the method. I don't like to

place all of the responsibility on the alma mater, but English

majors should certainly have a solid and comprehensive

background in language. I have discovered that one needs

to know much about many details.

"Sometimes we are unsure of ourseliiles because we do
,z..','

not have enough background, and sometimes we are too sure

for the very same reason, as I was when I marked all the

frag's or as my friend was when she explained slow as the

adjective form and slowly as the only adverbial form.

Fortunately, another time both of us will be able to offer

our students a richer \experience because we have informed

ourselves about the detail in language. I feel the same

way about vocabulary. I want to add to the student's

understanding of how words are formed and how they function

and what relationships they have with humanity. I feel

\that I pass over golden opportunities to do this when material
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is being listened to or read -- simply because I :!on't have

enough background to know what to loo for,

t4-10,\t, students experienc language

as something alive and energetic, I keep looking and listening

for striking illustrations of language in action today_ Witg$P

Here Thomasin went on to describe her recent success

in finding two companion selections from an area newspaper.

One selection was a feature article and the other a letter

to the editor. Both contained keyidea verbs that illustrate

an old but still active process in the Frcrlish language --

shun Biked and sputnikpanicked. Uoth selections contained

argument, one through narration and description and the other,

through the statement and arranj=ment of 4deas. For Thomasin's

eleventh grade students, the two selections taken together

offered a range of interest in subject matter.

Is Thomasin a typical new graduate in a first position

as a high school teacher of English? Would we want her to be?

We started with these questions. The answer to the

second is a matter of personal conviction. For my part,

I would like to meet many Thomasins in the profession. The

answer to the other question (Is she a typical new graduate?)

will be related to one's experience. own tells me that

she is only somewhat typical.

Not all of Thomasin's attitudes could be reflected

within the time that she talked. Her interest in teaching

is typical of new graduates, but her strong interest in lan

uage teaching may be unusual. When Thomasin says that she

is insecure about many details involved in language, she

shares a feeling with other new graduates. However, she

may be more observing than is usual, and she may raise more

questions. She demonstrates initiative, although she also

adds her complaints to the familiar and often justifiable

cry of English majors that the alma mater did not provide

a comprehensive enough background for the teacher of lan

guage.

1U
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If I were to summarize the way in which Thomasin is net so

typical, I would say that it is a more than usual awareness

of language as being significant in the lives of her student,

Themasin favors the positive approach rather than the negative

in both methods and materials, She is interested in how

language works. She believes that teachers need to have

faith in the intangible (but nonetheless direct) ways of

teaching language. She also takes the attitude that Lnglish

teachers have a definite responsibility to interpret current

usage as accurately as possible. Through their obscrvation

of the Lnglish language an(I through ;groaa of InformJtir,n,

they should und,=:rstand ourr-t usc e In th, light oL

relat:onhips,

trtv.arcl 1;iiu go an(I

::hared in different why -- through inform:At:ion, p(rsonal

xperiGnce, observations, formal and informal ecmments by,

people who have prestige to the reader or listener. Every-

one in a college English department shares in the serious

responsibility of shaping the attitudes of prospective English

teachers and so in turn, the classroom experiences that

high school students will have with language.

When the opportunity was available through ISCPET

(Illinois State-Wide Curriculum Study Center in the Prepara-

tion of Secondary School English Teachers), I was interested

in studying the language attitudes of college students -- alto-

gether 597 sophomores, juniors, seniors, and gracuate students

from institutions located in representative parts of Illinois.

Of these, 447 were English majors. The next largest groups

according to majors were Journalism (55) and Speech (44),

leaving a misAnaneous group of 51. I also aimed to continue

to study the English majors who, as seniors or graduate students,

said that they intended to teach junior or senior high school

English and who, after an interval of a year or more, were

doing r.o. Of the possible 196 seniors and graduate students

11
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in this follow-up, it was possible to locate and get response:,

from S3; of these, only 19 were teaching junior or senior

high school English. An additional group included in the

study consisted of 202; public school teachers who at the

time were working with student teachers in English from the
Ad

various Illinois colleges, or had deneLin preceding years.

The responses of the several different groups were

compared with the responses of ten outstanding linguists

on a 100-item Language Inquiry that I developed, with the

[-
ten linguists contributing as consultants. Illinois State-

_

Ilide Curriculum Study Center, Ellen A. Frogner, i% Study of

the Responses to the "Lanua.;ci Inquiry'' (Urbana, Illinois:

University of Illinois, 1960)1

The content of the Inquiry consists of statements related

to a number of language topics: attitude toward language,

composition writing, ,11,v lcr,mcnt in IL,: tle of la14:ui,

dialect:,, di:!ti:mitric, grammatical forms, history of the

English language, language study and teaching, pronunclation,

punctWtion, relationship between speaking and writing,

relationship of English to other languages, spelling, standards

in using language, structure of sentences, style, terminology,

and vocabulary.

It is not the intention here to compare each of the atti-

'.udes expressed by Thomasin with the attitudes expressed

in responses to the items. The content of the two sources

is not parallel in every respect. However, there are some

comparisons of interest where relationships in the content

are close,

For instance, Thomasin was impressed by her experience

with the fra...gIse In the Language Inquiry, the statement

most closely related to the situation is this: Verbless

sentences are frequently effective in descriptive writing.

The ten linguists either agreed or moderately agreed with

this statement. None disagreed and none indicated no opinions

ri*.telq--f-cyr-the..-regremPEcg=ef=VRE=PFer.66FFeg-g-serrfCrg
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(f the 447 hnglish majors, 550 percent (in round numbers)

either agreed or moderately agreed, 34 percent disagreed,

an'. 11 percent indicated no azinion. The, percentages for

the responses of the 270 college seniors (not quite all

Lnglish majors) were almost the same (differing by one or two

figures or not at all).

A higher percentage of the 83 recent graduates agreed

or moderately agreed with the statement concerning the accept-

ability of verbless sentences. The percentage here is 67.

Twenty-five percent disagreed and seven percent checked no

opinion., The cooperatinAteachers voted a still higher per-

centage of agreement or moderate agreement with the statement

in the Inquiry, (73 percent). Nineteen percent disagreed,

5 percent indicated no_o2inion, and 3 percent omitted the item.

The results here parallel one of the general findings in

the study: the responses of the cooperating teachers in the

junior and senior high schools were clos-r (6 the responses

of the linguists than was true of any of t::e other groups,

although there still were a numb,r of statistically signifi-

cant differences. (These teachers were a select group.

?bore than half had their Wlasterts degree and five, a degree

beyond the tlaster's. All were experienced teachers who had

supervised student teachers.) Next in closeness of response

to the 14ists were the 83 rece.nt g:i-kr., ::...11..i. m,:,:jors

whias seniors or graduate students had indicated an intention

to teach in the secondary schools.

Stated in statistical terms, comparisons of responses of

the main groups in the study and responses of the linguists are

like this: Out of the 100 items in the Language Inquiry, there

were 12 differences at the .01 level of significance between

responsesof the linguists and responses of the cooperating

teachers, 17 such differences between linguists and recent grad-

uates, 27 between linguists and the entire college group (also

between the linguists and college seniors), and 25 between

linguists and English majors. (If an explanation of terms is

in order, the .01 lev.el of significance means that the observed

difference is a true difference and is not due to chance.)

Thomasin brought up another matter of usage where results

1.3



from the Languaas Inauir/ are of interest in the attitudes

expressed. The statement in the Inquiry is this The sii:rne

saying "Drive Slow- should be corrected to read "Drive Slow3v_"

Lech of the ten linguists disagreed with this etatement.

Respectively 35 and 33 percent of the English majors and

college seniors disagreed, as did also 47 percent of the

recent graduates and 55 percent of the cooperating ceachers.

When the results are looked at further, we see that 40 percent

of the English majors and also 40 percent of the college

seniors agreed or moderately agreed that "Drive Slow" should

be corrected. About one -thd in each group of the recent

graduates and the cooperating teachers thought so too. Class-

room practices may very well be reflected in this comment

by a college student: "I know that the sign is incorrect

grammatically -- it should read 'Drive Slowly:' I feel

'Drive Slow' is more effective on the sign."

The student's comment on the slow - slowly question and

the results for this item in the LanRuaLe Inquiry reflect

what appears elsewhere gip in the findings -- a tendency on

the part of the respondents to follow a traditional' rule

or a rigid classification. The situation may be i ative

of the over-confidence to which fhomasin referred/ may

willAp suggest a lack of confidence in one's own observations

of language.

In Part 11 of the Lanffuaae Inaairv, the respondents

were asked to check the three items that they would most

like to hear discussed and also the reasons for their selec-

tion. The statements chosen for discussion show an absence

of mani\where a statistically significant difference exists

between response: of the linguist: and responses in the

different groups. Again the situation may reveal an over-

confidence in dealing with the familtar. It is true, too,

that without knowledge to start with and consequently often

without an interest, individuals are not likely to he aware.

I believe that Thomasin CLO made this point, although perhaps

indirectly.

14
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ilewever, the reAults arc not all. discouraging. A number

of respondents showed an interest in talking about this

statement: The child's development in the use of language

during. the pre-school /ears provides clues, for methods to

be used in the English classroom. I am sure that ThVilasin

would have participated eagerly in this discussion. Another

result that. I found encouraging came from the comparatively

strong acceptance by allt,roups of the statement; Tne_process

of learning a language differs from the process of learning

historical. facts. The problem here, thpugh, is to find illu-

strations of the ideu put into practic.,. Thomiisihs crmmonts

about teaehin,, lanoiag were pointed in this direction, but

i n my e . : ; : p e r i n c e , she wa un,-saal in her awarenes,

4ily; bother about languagr: attit'oricc in teacher edut.'ationV
.V.4/There arc important reasons. It makes cm as people in Lnglish

Education mors
-1,-

conscious of what our students are thinking,
/i,.... T

and thisnconse, qousness is the beginning of teaching. It
\

helps us know where to start, how to evaluate our own plans,

and how to modify the curroculum in the preparation of teachers.
.,-,..

4c know that in Mr y colleges, the language and composition

requirements for prospective English teachers have been increased

in recent years. Do we simply add courses
\
and sit crack?

Since there are only so many credit hours available, should

not the requirements be constantly evaluated in terms of

what language background is of most worth to the secondary

school teacher of English? Is the college student in his

preparation to teach English stimulated to think and observe .

in relation to his own language environment? To what extent

is he given background information about the problems of usage

that he will meet as a teacher? (Is this simply left to chance?)

Who gUldes the student in his thinking about and observing

the varieties of English? How comprehensive are the required

language courses -- what different aspects of language are

included? Should not linguists, junior-senior high school
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English teachers, and college teachers concerned with Lrglish

Lducation mo..e often study together the kind of preparation

needed by the teacher of tl'.2 Lnglish language? Why not invite

psychologists and sociologists who are interested in language

development in the individual? There is a job to be done,

but first there is a job to be analyzed,

Lllen A. Frogner

Emeritus

Southern Illinois University
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